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Multiphase flows in porous media are important in many natural and industrial processes. Pore-scale models for multiphase
flows have seen rapid development in recent years and are
becoming increasingly useful as predictive tools in both academic
and industrial applications. However, quantitative comparisons
between different pore-scale models, and between these models and experimental data, are lacking. Here, we perform an
objective comparison of a variety of state-of-the-art pore-scale
models, including lattice Boltzmann, stochastic rotation dynamics,
volume-of-fluid, level-set, phase-field, and pore-network models.
As the basis for this comparison, we use a dataset from recent
microfluidic experiments with precisely controlled pore geometry and wettability conditions, which offers an unprecedented
benchmarking opportunity. We compare the results of the 14
participating teams both qualitatively and quantitatively using
several standard metrics, such as fractal dimension, finger width,
and displacement efficiency. We find that no single method excels
across all conditions and that thin films and corner flow present
substantial modeling and computational challenges.

pore geometries, remains an open challenge and a very active
area of research.
Historically, comparisons between pore-scale models and
experimental data have been hampered by limitations on both
fronts. The vast majority of existing experimental observations
have been limited to macroscopic features and a narrow range
of wettability conditions (strong drainage), and do not include
a precise description of the associated pore geometry. In addition, most pore-scale models are very computationally expensive;
only recently have these methods been able to simulate flow
through a sufficiently large number of pores to reproduce macroscopic observables due to advances in both modeling methods
Significance
The simultaneous flow of multiple fluid phases through a
porous solid occurs in many natural and industrial processes.
Microscale physical mechanisms such as the relative affinity
of the solid for the fluids (i.e., wettability), capillarity, and
viscosity combine with pore geometry to produce a wide variety of macroscopic flow patterns. Pore-scale modeling is an
essential tool to connect microscale mechanisms with macroscopic patterns, but quantitative comparisons between different models, and with experimental data, are lacking. Here,
we perform an unprecedented comparison of state-of-the-art
models from 14 leading groups with a recent experimental
dataset. The results underscore the challenges of simulating
multiphase flows through porous media, highlighting specific
areas for further effort in what is already a flourishing field of
research.
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ultiphase flows in porous media are central to a wide range
of natural and industrial processes, including geologic
CO2 sequestration, enhanced oil recovery, and water infiltration into soil. Predictive modeling of these processes requires
a clear understanding of the pore-scale mechanisms of fluid–
fluid displacement. These pore-scale processes can be simulated
using a variety of different approaches, including lattice/particlebased methods such as the lattice Boltzmann method, upscaled
continuum methods such as phase-field models, and topological
methods such as pore-network models (1). All of these models must confront a variety of fundamental challenges related to
resolving the combined effects of capillarity, wetting, and viscous
instability within a complex geometry, including thin films, moving contact lines, and the pinch off and merging of interfaces.
These mechanisms combine to produce macroscopic displacement patterns that are strongly dependent on the relative affinity
of the solid for the different fluids (i.e., wettability), the importance of viscous forces relative to capillary forces (i.e., capillary
number), and the pore geometry. As a result, pore-scale modeling of multiphase flow in porous media, even for relatively simple
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Fig. 1. Experimental phase diagram showing the displacement pattern at breakthrough for different wettability conditions (Left to Right:
θ = 150◦ , 120◦ , 90◦ , 60◦ , 7◦ ) and capillary numbers (Bottom to Top: Ca = 0.029, 0.29, 2.9). The colormap shows the gap-averaged saturation of the
invading fluid. The four “priority cases” for the benchmark study are outlined in dashed blue: strong drainage at high Ca (SD-HC), weak imbibition at low
Ca (WI-LC), strong imbibition at intermediate Ca (SI-IC), and strong imbibition at low Ca (SI-LC). Diagram is adapted from ref. 2.

and computing power. At the same time, modern experimental
techniques now allow for high-resolution experimental observations and detailed characterization of pore geometry (1). One
recent dataset, in particular, provides high-resolution observations across a wide range of wettabilities and capillary numbers
in a well-defined and relatively simple pore geometry (2). These
observations offer an unprecedented benchmarking opportunity for pore-scale models. The goal of this benchmark is to
compare a wide variety of state-of-the-art pore-scale modeling approaches with experimental observations in terms of both
pore-scale mechanisms and macroscopic displacement patterns.
Results
Dataset. The benchmark study is based on the experiments of

Zhao et al. (2) (Fig. 1). In the experiments, water (ηwater =
0.99 mPa · s) was injected into a viscous silicone oil (ηoil =
340 mPa · s) in quasi-2D microfluidic flow cells patterned with
vertical posts. This is a strongly viscously unstable displacement
with viscosity ratio M = ηoil /ηwater ≈ 340. The large unfavorable viscosity ratio of the experimental dataset was motivated
by several considerations: It allows for direct comparison with
previous wettability-related experimental studies (3, 4), it helps
to highlight the impact of wettability on viscous instabilities, and
it is directly relevant to applications like waterflooding of heavy
crude oil (5).
The importance of viscous forces relative to capillary forces
in the experiments was characterized using the classical capillary number Ca = ηoil vinj /γ, where γ = 13 ± 2 mN/m is the
interfacial tension between the fluids and vinj = Q/(bd ) is the
characteristic injection velocity as constrained by the gap thick13800 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1901619116

ness b = 100 µm and the median pore-throat size d = 300 µm.
The experiments were conducted at three distinct values of Ca
spanning two orders of magnitude: Ca = 0.029 (“low Ca”), 0.29
∗
(“intermediate Ca”), and 2.9 (“high Ca”). Note that these values of Ca provide a nominal macroscopic characterization of
the flow, but the actual strength of viscous to capillary forces
varies locally due pore-scale heterogeneity, preferential pathways, and the radial flow geometry. Note also that the lowest
value of Ca considered here is still moderate relative to a
truly quasi-static displacement. The wettability of the flow cell
was characterized using the static advancing contact angle θ of
water immersed in silicone oil. The experiments were conducted
at five distinct values of θ spanning the full range of wettability conditions: θ = 150◦ (“strong drainage”), 120◦ (“weak
drainage”), 90◦ (“neutral”), 60◦ (“weak imbibition”), and 7◦
(“strong imbibition”). The participating teams were given the
exact geometry of the post pattern and, for each experimental
condition, a series of data files describing the time evolution of
the gap-averaged water saturation S at high spatial resolution.
To allow for qualitative and quantitative comparisons between
methods without imposing an excessive computational burden
on participants, we identified four “priority cases” that best represent the diversity of patterns and physical mechanisms that
emerge from fluid–fluid displacement under different Ca and
wettability conditions: (i) strong drainage at high Ca (SD-HC),
canonical viscous fingering pattern with incomplete pore-scale

* Note that the Ca values reported in ref. 2 are incorrect—they are too small by one order

of magnitude.
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Participating Teams and Methods. A total of 14 teams contributed

modeling results to the benchmark study (Table 1). Together,
they applied many different pore-scale modeling methods
(Table 1 and SI Appendix, Note 1). The methods can be categorized into three major classes: lattice/particle-based models, continuum models, and pore-network models. Lattice/particle-based
models simulate the motion and interaction of a large number
of microscopic particles that collectively give rise to macroscopic behavior satisfying the relevant continuum equations (e.g.,
Navier–Stokes). The fluid–fluid interface is captured implicitly
as the boundary between the multicolored particles that represent the different fluid phases. These models include lattice
Boltzmann (LB) methods (34) and stochastic rotation dynamics
(SR) models (35). Continuum models solve macroscopic equa-

tions for fluid flow while tracking the interface implicitly via the
evolution of an indicator variable. These models include volumeof-fluid (VF) methods (36), level-set (LS) methods (37), and
phase-field (PF) models (38). Pore-network (PN) models simulate fluid flow through an idealized network of pores connected
by throats (39). The macroscopic interface is represented explicitly as the boundary between invaded and noninvaded pores. It
speaks to the physical complexity of this problem that only one
of the contributions (VF1) attempted direct simulation of the
Navier–Stokes (or Stokes) equations with evolving fluid–fluid
interfaces. Note also that only LB1, LB3, and SR1 conducted
truly 3D simulations.
Qualitative Performance Measures. The interplay between wetta-

bility and Ca generates a wide spectrum of 2D displacement
patterns that range from ramified fingers to compact fronts
(Fig. 1). Additional 3D information is provided by the local
gap-averaged saturation of the invading fluid (Fig. 1). The displacement pattern and saturation distribution at the end of
the simulation, when the invading fluid reaches the outer edge
of the computational domain, serve as a good basis for qualitative and quantitative comparisons (e.g., Figs. 2 and 3 and
SI Appendix).

Table 1. Summary of contributions
Label

Authors

Method

Dim.

Comp. dom., %

Res.

M

LB1

Y.C.
A.J.V.

Lattice Boltzmann

3

50, 80

14.3

5, 40, 100

LB2

J.Z.
Q.K.

Lattice Boltzmann

2

100

20.2

LB3

K.B.
J.E.M.
C.T.M.

Lattice Boltzmann

3

40

LB4

A.F.
D.B.

Lattice Boltzmann

2

SR1

T.H.
M.B.

Stochastic rotation
dynamics

PF1

L.C.-F.

PF2

Remarks

Refs.

Artificial precursor film in strong
imbibition.

(6, 7)

340

Perturbation and recoloring operators
generate interfacial tension and phase
segregation, respectively.

(8, 9)

13

100

Increased domain thickness to 448 µm to
better resolve film formation in the gap.

(10, 11)

100

∼100

340

LB equation based on the conservative
phase-field method.

(12, 13)

3

60

∼300

1–5

Limited resolution in the gap, leading to
unrepresentative saturation.

(14, 15)

Phase field

2

100

∼30

340

Diffuse interface model that captures 3D
physics.

(16, 17)

D.A.C.

Phase field

2

100

∼50

340

Variational boundary condition sets the
contact angle.

(18)

LS1

R.V.
M.P.

Level set

2

100

24.9

n.a.

Quasi-static; simulates trapped fluid via
immobile “masks.”

(19–22)

VF1

J.M.
S.G.

Volume-of-fluid

2

100, 60

∼80

340

Implemented in OpenFOAM as an internal
VOF solver (interFoam).

(23, 24)
(23, 24)

PN1

M.V.
A.H.

Pore network

2

100

n.a.

340

Single pressure, dynamic model; ignores the
out-of-plane curvature.

(25, 26)
(25, 26)

PN2

E.S.
R.H.

Pore network

2

100

n.a.

340

Single pressure, dynamic model; ignores the
out-of-plane curvature.

(27, 28)

PN3

B.K.P.
B.Z.
C.W.M.
R.J.

Pore network

2

100

n.a.

340

Single pressure, dynamic model; includes the
out-of-plane curvature; quasi-static version
of the model captures corner flow.

(29, 30)

PN4

Z.Y.

Pore network

2

100

n.a.

340

Single pressure, dynamic model; includes the
out-of-plane curvature.

(31)

PN5

C.Y.
B.C.

Pore network

2

100

n.a.

n.a.

Quasi-static model for strong drainage;
includes the out-of-plane curvature.

(32, 33)

See SI Appendix, Notes 3–5 for further details on methods. Dim., dimensionality; Comp. dom., radius of computational domain as a percentage of the
radius of the experimental domain; Res., resolution of the computational domain in micrometers per grid block/lattice; n.a., not applicable. LB1, LB2, LB3,
LB4, SR1, blue in Fig. 4; PF1, PF2, LS1, VF1, orange in Fig. 4; PN1, PN2, PN3, PN4, PN5, green in Fig. 4.
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displacement due to formation of trailing films of the defending
fluid; (ii) weak imbibition at low Ca (WI-LC), compact displacement pattern due to cooperative pore filling; (iii) strong
imbibition at intermediate Ca (SI-IC), thin-film flow of the invading fluid along the top and bottom walls, accompanied by a
ramified fingering pattern formed by corner flow; and (iv) strong
imbibition at low Ca (SI-LC), corner-flow–driven “chaining”
of posts.

Quantitative Performance Measures. For quantitative comparison,

we calculate four performance measures from the displacement
pattern at the end of each simulation, when the invading fluid
reaches the outer edge of the domain:
i) Fractal dimension Df , as calculated via the box-counting
method. This is a classical measure of the degree to which
a pattern fills space in 2D (40).
ii) Average dimensionless finger width Wf , as measured at half
the radius of the computational domain and scaled by the
median post diameter. Note that this measure is very sensitive to domain size for compact displacements and that not
all groups used the same domain size.
iii) Gap-averaged saturation S of the invading fluid in invaded
regions, as represented by its median value as well as the first
and third quartiles. Note that many methods ignore films and
therefore assume S = 1 in invaded regions.
iv) Displacement efficiency Ed , which is the fraction of the
defending fluid that has been displaced from the domain.
Details on how we calculated the quantitative performance
measures can be found in SI Appendix, Note 2.
Submission of Simulation Results. While some teams submitted

results for many of the conditions in the experimental phase diagram (Fig. 1), most teams only contributed results for a relevant
subset of the priority cases (Table 1 and SI Appendix). For example, some methods were developed for quasi-static displacement
(i.e., small Ca) and therefore could not be applied to intermediate or high Ca conditions (LS1, PN5). Other methods were
developed for drainage only and therefore could not be applied
to imbibition scenarios (PN4, PN5). Additionally, some teams
simulated a subset of the experimental domain (i.e., truncated at

A

EXP

B

LB1

Fig. 3. Selection of simulated displacement patterns for the priority cases.
(A) Strong drainage at high Ca (SD-HC) as simulated by a phase-field model.
(B) Weak imbibition at low Ca (WI-LC) as simulated by a pore-network
model. (C) Strong imbibition at intermediate Ca (SI-IC) as simulated by a
lattice Boltzmann model at a reduced viscosity ratio (M = 40). (D) Strong
imbibition at low Ca (SI-LC) as simulated by a pore-network model.

a smaller outer radius) due to computational constraints (LB1,
LB3, SR1, VF1).
Performance of the Methods.
SD-HC. The experimental displacement pattern for SD-HC dis-

C

PF1

D

PN3

Fig. 2. (A–D) Comparison between (A) the experimental displacement pattern (EXP) and (B–D) selected simulated displacement patterns for the case
of strong drainage at high Ca (SD-HC). The simulations capture the slender,
ramified fingering patterns of SD-HC well, although they are produced by
three distinctly different classes of modeling methods. The three methods
differ most strongly in how well they reproduce the residual wetting films,
as illustrated by the colormap.

13802 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1901619116

plays classical viscous fingering, known for the slender, ramified fingers mimicked by diffusion-limited aggregation (Figs. 1
and 2A) (41, 42). Remarkably, all three classes of methods
are able to capture these patterns (Fig. 2 and SI Appendix,
Fig. S1). Quantitative analysis of the simulated patterns reveals
that while most methods reproduce Wf to within a factor of
60%, most methods overpredict Df , and all methods overpredict Ed , often by severalfold (Fig. 4A). The latter discrepancy
is a consequence of incomplete pore-scale displacement due to
the well-known formation of thin trailing films of the defending fluid in drainage at high Ca (43, 44). Most methods ignore
these films, and those that capture them tend to underpredict
their thickness, which corresponds to overpredicting S (Fig. 4A).
The PF methods appear to do a reasonable job of capturing this
incomplete displacement without simulating the full 3D problem. Note that LB1, LB3, SR1, and VF1 simulate a subset of
the full domain and that LB1, LB3, and SR1 simulate at a
reduced M. Displacement at high Ca is very sensitive to viscosity ratio, and the predictions of the latter methods are affected
accordingly.
WI-LC. The experimental displacement pattern for WI-LC shows
compact displacement as a result of cooperative pore filling (27,
45). Qualitatively, all three classes of methods are again able to
capture these patterns (SI Appendix, Fig. S2). Most methods capture Df to within a few percent, suggesting that the methods
reproduce the 2D features of the pattern (Fig. 4B). This case
does not feature thin films, so S is nearly 1; as a result, those
methods that capture Df also capture Ed . Note that LB1, SR1,
and VF1 simulate a subset of the full domain, and LB1 and SR1
Zhao et al.
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20
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2

0

0

1

1

0.5

0.5

0

0

1

1

0.5

0.5

0

0

55

PN3

10

PN2

10

PF2

20

PF1

20

SR1

30

PN2

30

PF2

1.6

PF1

1.6

SR1

1.8

LB3

1.8

Fig. 4. (A–D) Quantitative performance results for (A) SD-HC, (B) WI-LC, (C) SI-IC, and (D) SI-LC. First row: Fractal dimension Df . Second row: Average
dimensionless finger width Wf . Third row: Displacement efficiency Ed . Fourth row: Gap-averaged saturation S of the invading fluid in invaded regions, with
symbols spanning the range from first quartile to third quartile. In the latter, open circles indicate methods that neglect films and therefore assume S = 1
in invaded regions. In all cases, we also plot the corresponding experimental measurement (dashed blue line); for S, we show the first and third quartiles
(dotted blue lines) in addition to the median value. Italic and underlined labels on the horizontal axis denote contributions that simulate a subset of the
experimental domain, while labels in boldface type denote contributions that simulate at a reduced M relative to the experiments.

simulate at a reduced M. Displacement at low Ca is not very
sensitive to viscosity ratio, so the latter two methods still perform
well in this scenario.
Zhao et al.

SI-IC. The experimental displacement pattern for SI-IC shows a

highly ramified, yet roughly axisymmetric fingering pattern, the
backbone of which is formed by the successive “chaining” of
PNAS | July 9, 2019 | vol. 116 | no. 28 | 13803
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PN2

PN1

VF1
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D

2
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C
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0
PF1

0
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0.5

LB3

0.5

LB2

0
1

LB1

0
1

PN3

0.5

PN2

0.5

VF1

1

LS1

1

93

PF2

0

PF1

0

SR1

11.6

posts by preferential flow along the postwall corners (2). The
resulting pattern has low values of S because the strongly wetting invading fluid propagates primarily by corner flow and in
thin films along the top and bottom walls, bypassing pore bodies (2, 46, 47). Qualitatively, none of the methods reproduce the
ramified backbone of linked posts (SI Appendix, Fig. S3). Most
methods fail to capture the emergence of corner flow, typically
overestimating Wf and greatly overestimating Ed (Fig. 4C). Fully
3D methods should be able to capture corner flow and film flow,
and images from the 3D simulations (LB1, LB3, SR1) suggest
that they do, at least to some extent (Fig. 5). However, because
of the high computational demands, all three of these methods simulate subsets of the full domain at greatly reduced M;
the latter suppresses the strong preferential flow through thin
films that should occur for large M. Quasi-3D (gap-averaged)
phase-field methods (PF1, PF2) can capture film flow through
their upscaled representation of the affinity of the invading fluid
for both the walls and the posts, but cannot capture corner flow
without an explicit submodel for the presence of corners. Porenetwork models would require explicit submodels for both film
flow and corner flow.
SI-LC. The experimental displacement pattern for SI-LC is completely controlled by nearly quasi-static invasion through corner
flow. Corner films link groups of posts via bursts, and then surrounded pores fill slowly and almost completely. Unlike SI-IC,
these patterns have a relatively large value of S and no axial
symmetry or well-defined fingers or branches. Relatively few participants attempted this case because it involves both low Ca
(computationally demanding for 3D methods) and corner flow
(absent from most methods). Qualitatively, the simulation results

A

B

C

Fig. 5. (A) Experimental snapshot of SI-IC at the pore scale, which is characterized by the coexistence of thin films and corner flow. (B) Simulation
results of LB1 for SI-IC (M = 40). (B, Top) Cross-sectional view showing the
leading thin films along the top and bottom walls. (B, Bottom) Plan view
showing the coexistence of thin films and corner flow, as well as pendular
rings that link neighboring posts. (C) Isometric projection of the 3D simulation results of LB3 for SI-IC (M = 100), showing the propagation of thin
films ahead of the main invasion front.

13804 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1901619116

are quite variable (SI Appendix, Fig. S4). PN3 captures postchaining via corner flow with a dedicated submodel for corner flow, but
does not capture the subsequent filling in (Fig. 3); PF1 captures
the rough shape, but without clear postchains. Quantitatively, all
methods overpredict Df , but all methods are relatively close to
the experimental value (Fig. 4D). All methods except for PF1
also overpredict Wf by a factor of 2 or more. Only PF1 and PF2
are able to make quantitative predictions of S (SR1, PN2, and
PN3 assume S = 1); PF1 reproduces the experimental value of S
very closely, whereas PF2 significantly overpredicts S . PF1 and
PN3 both capture Ed relatively well; PF1 is arguably the best
match overall.
Thin Films and Corner Flow. The complex nature of interfacial

flows in the presence of solid surfaces lends an inherently 3D
nature to fluid–fluid displacement processes, even in quasi-1D
geometries such as capillary tubes (48) and quasi-2D geometries
such as Hele–Shaw cells (46). In a patterned micromodel, these
3D effects include the propagation of thin films along the top
and bottom walls and the surfaces of the posts, and in the corners where the walls and posts meet (2, 47). While both fully
3D methods (LB1, LB3) and quasi-3D (gap-averaged) methods
(PF1, PF2) predict the formation of trailing films in SD-HC, only
fully 3D methods (LB1, LB3) capture films in SI-IC. The colorgradient wetting model used in LB1 leads to an artificial film
(∼14 µm) that slowly permeates the entire simulation domain.
This film accumulates on the posts to form corner films and
pendular rings that resemble those observed in the experiments
(Fig. 5B). However, this film also uniformly coats the top and
bottom walls, and the resulting mass transport appears to suppress the strong preferential flows observed in the experiment.
LB3 uses a similar wetting model and should therefore have the
same feature (Fig. 5C). Both of these methods are very computationally demanding due to the very large number of particles
needed to resolve a 3D flow. For a given scenario, the computational cost also scales with the number of timesteps and the
timestep size. The timestep size is constrained by M for numerical stability, whereas the number of timesteps to breakthrough
scales with the domain size. As a result, LB1 and LB3 simulate a
subset of the full domain and at a reduced M.
Discussion
The goal of this benchmark study was to assess the degree
to which different state-of-the-art modeling strategies could
reproduce the correct macroscopic features (and some porescale features) of fluid–fluid displacement in a porous medium
under different wetting conditions. These pore-scale models
have become widely used tools in extracting macroscopic properties of geologic porous media (e.g., relative permeability) (49–52)
and in designing synthetic porous materials with desirable transport properties for use in electrochemical devices (53, 54). In all
of these cases, the accuracy of the model output hinges upon
its ability to correctly account for the impact of wettability at
different capillary numbers.
Most methods were able to capture viscous instability and fingering at high flow rates (IC and HC), and most were also able to
capture the more subtle broadening of features in WI where the
low contact angle enables cooperative pore filling. In contrast,
few methods were able to capture the thin trailing films that form
for SD-HC, the thin leading films that occur for SI-IC, and the
corner films that dominate SI-LC, all of which are inherently 3D.
For 2D models, films present a modeling challenge. Gapaveraged PF models were able to capture trailing films in SDHC, although leading films in SI-IC and corner flow in SI-LC
remain elusive. Other 2D models were unable to capture films
to any noteworthy extent. PN3 was the only model to explicitly account for corner flow and was reasonably successful in
doing so for quasi-static displacement. However, extending such
Zhao et al.

Furthermore, real rocks such as carbonates also have a wider
pore-size distribution than the one from our micromodel (57),
a feature that would likely have an effect on the correlation
between pore occupancy and pore size that is absent from our
experimental benchmark.
A key contribution of this benchmark is to demonstrate the
capabilities and limitations of three major classes of pore-scale
models (i.e., lattice/particle-based models, continuum models,
and pore-network models) in predicting the macroscopic features
of unstable two-phase flows in the presence of solid surfaces. We
find that all three classes of models are capable of predicting the
transition from strong drainage to weak imbibition. Specifically,
pore-network models offer superior computational efficiency, but
they lack the ability to resolve gap-averaged saturations that the
more computationally intensive lattice/particle-based models and
continuum models offer. Only 3D lattice/particle-based models
could simulate leading films and corner flow in strong imbibition,
but their spatial and temporal resolutions are severely limited by
computational demand. Our results highlight the need for further
effort along multiple complementary avenues in what is already
a very active area of research.
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